End-of-Row Upright Guards

Ridg-U-Rak’s end-of-row guards provide enhanced protection to upright frames where fork lifts and handling equipment are turning into the aisle. These areas are very prone to upright frame damage and the addition of the end-of-row guards provides an effective solution to avoid costly field repairs and downtime. The guards are made in both Standard Duty and Heavy Duty sizes.

- Standard (Light) Duty Guards use 4x3 structural angle and 3/8” thick x 12” high steel end guards
- Heavy Duty Guards use 6x4 structural angle and 1/2” thick x 12” high steel end guards
- Single frame end guards are available in left-hand, right-hand and double configurations
- Concrete anchors are included
- Safety yellow, powder-coated finish

Floor-Mount Guide Angle

Ridg-U-Rak’s floor-mount guide angles help to guide material handling equipment in tight areas and keep fork lifts on track. These are common in Very Narrow Aisle (VNA) storage applications or where extra care necessitates the use of guides.

- Structural angles are used in varying lengths
- Can be used at aisle entrances to assist in guiding the equipment entrance into the aisle
- Anchor hole spacing is available on 12” and 24” centers

Guard Rails

Ridg-U-Rak’s Guard Rails add a safety barrier in spaces where personnel, structure or equipment protection is necessary. These heavy duty structural members provide one of the strongest barriers available in the market. Double-rail designs are available up to 44” high. The single rails have a standard height of 18”. Other custom designs for machine guarding are also available.

- Posts are 5” structural tubing with ½” base plates
- Rails are 8” structural steel channel
- (4) ¾” diameter anchors are included with each post
- Standard rail sections are available in one foot increments from 2’ to 10’ long – custom lengths are available
- Safety yellow, powder-coat finish